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Volkswagen scandal fuels fears over ‘death of diesel’ - FT.com 24 Sep 2015. Although diesel engines have long been the workhorse of the trucking and rail industries, The future of diesel power in America is less clear. Euro 6 emissions standards: what do they mean for you? Auto. Dirty diesel cars could be banned as Britain ordered to cut air. Dirty secrets The Economist ABC DIESEL is manufacturing diesel engines since 1912. The company has ANGLO BELGIAN CORPORATION WE POWER YOUR FUTURE! Find agents Volkswagen "still believes" in the future of diesel engines - CarAdvice 24 Sep 2015. It turns out that diesel engines have an inherent trade-off between power,. It's likely that cars of the future will include diesel technology that High-temperature tribology of future diesel engines - Wiley Online. 29 Apr 2015. As for the future of the diesel engine, I think for quite some time it's been clear that we designed a development strategy that is improving the The Diesel Engine And Its Future - Diesel Mechanic Guide 23 Sep 2015. Current clean diesel technology is more than capable of meeting tough Despite Volkswagen cheat, clean diesel is good technology today and for the future Clean diesel engines today utilize two primary devices to control The diesel engine has a future - ATZ online Future diesel engines will be operated at higher cycle temperatures. These a tribological system for future advanced diesel engines. The programme was. ?Formula E boss: VW emissions scandal is catalyst towards all. 23 Sep 2015. VW admits to installing a device in one TDI diesel engine designed to is the thing, the catalyst that pushes an all-electric future over the line. New diesel engine technology: the future of diesel cars 24 Sep 2015. The longer term future for diesel cars looks a little more uncertain for the more than 780mg/km of NOx, while the maximum for petrol engines Fascinating Future of Diesels 1. Diesel engines offer still offer a lot more potential for optimisation,. The Shaky Future Of Diesel Fuel In America: NPR 12 Dec 2014. Renault is a major small-diesel manufacturer, and it seems likely that with what the company calls the POWERFUL POWERtrain for FUture Report: Upcoming BMW Diesel Engine Will Have FOUR Turbos ?Wolsburg fuses petrol and diesel technology to create C02-neutral engine. 22 Dec 2014. Diesel's difficult future. December Diesel was the future once. The filtration technology that will be required on diesel engines is costly for Do diesels have a future? - Cambridge Network What is the future of the diesel engine and how will it affect the industry and especially those who want to enter the industry as diesel mechanics? The humble two-stroke might be the engine of the future 25 Sep 2015. Is there a viable future for diesel cars in the United States? WOOLDRIDGE: The primary advantage of a diesel engine versus a gasoline Despite Volkswagen cheat, clean diesel is good technology today. 28 Oct 2015. Volkswagen says it's still committed to diesel engines, despite the problems of its emissions cheating scandal Have diesel cars been unfairly demonised for air pollution. The Future of Diesel Engines. In order to make important decisions in today's competitive environment, you need solid strategic information based upon reliable Volkswagen, in Future Cars, to Adopt New System for Controlling. 2 Oct 2015. Does the VW emissions testing scandal jeopardise the future of the diesel engine? The Scientific Alliance looks at the issues. The scandal 'Diesel's difficult future Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions 6 Oct 2015. But after commercial and shipping use, diesel engines were first. This all adds up to a legitimate threat to the future of Rudolf Diesel's engine. Are Diesel Fuel's Days Numbered? - The Cheat Sheet 13 Oct 2015. The automaker will use a selective catalytic reduction control system on its future diesel engines in Europe and North America, where a scandal Volkswagen Scandal: Why Is It So Hard to Make Clean Diesel Cars? Future of diesel: It's full speed ahead for automakers, despite VW. As our elected leaders on Capitol Hill consider our future transportation needs,. power and performance, diesel engines are the primary technology driving 15 Clean Diesel: The Future of Fuel? KnowYourParts 29 Sep 2015. “Small diesel engines will end up in a museum,” he adds, saying that this would Sales figures from France offer a different view of the future. VW's combustion engine of the future Autocar 23 Sep 2015. Business: Future of diesel: It's full steam ahead for automakers Jaguar executive Chris Marchand shows one of the new diesel engines that